Optimising multi-frame ADF-STEM for high-precision atomic-resolution strain mapping.
Annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy is a powerful tool to study crystal defects at the atomic scale but historically single slow-scanned frames have been plagued by low-frequency scanning-distortions prohibiting accurate strain mapping at atomic resolution. Recently, multi-frame acquisition approaches combined with post-processing have demonstrated significant improvements in strain precision, but the optimum number of frames to record has not been explored. Here we use a non-rigid image registration procedure before applying established strain mapping methods. We determine how, for a fixed total electron-budget, the available dose should be fractionated for maximum strain mapping precision. We find that reductions in scanning-artefacts of more than 70% are achievable with image series of 20-30 frames in length. For our setup, series longer than 30 frames showed little further improvement. As an application, the strain field around an aluminium alloy precipitate was studied, from which our optimised approach yields data whos strain accuracy is verified using density functional theory.